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Strengthening Of Corrugated Web Steel Beams
With Carbon-Fibre Reinforced Polymer
Composites: Experimental Investigation
Al-shaymaa K. Dyab, Mohamed A. EL Aghoury, Sherif M. Ibrahim, Amr B. Saddek
ABSTRACT: This paper presents experimental and numerical investigations to assess the feasibility and efficiency of using carbon fiber reinforced
polymer (CFRP) strips as a strengthening technique in improvement the shear capacity of corrugated web steel beams (CWSBs). Experimental
investigation is conducted on five CWSBs, with one control un-strengthened specimen and four strengthened specimens. The study takes into
consideration different CFRP strips schemes (bonded on horizontal folds only or both horizontal and inclined folds), arrangement (bonded on one-fold
side or both-fold sides). A numerical investigation is conducted using a finite element (FE) model developed in ANSYS software. The FE model results
are validated against the experimental ones. The proposed FE model proved to accurately reflects the real overall behavior and the ultimate loads of
both un-strengthened and strengthened CWSBs. The results demonstrated the efficiency of using CFRP strengthening technique in enhancement the
shear capacity of CWSBs up to 68.61% depending on CFRP configuration.
Index Terms: Strengthening, shear, Carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP), corrugated web, steel, finite element
————————————————————

1 INTRODUCTION
Many of existing steel structures are required to bear much
more loads than their initial design loads due to upgrade of
usage and function. The huge cost of replacing these
structures does make strengthening a more realistic option.
Therefore, there is a need to adopt cost-effective
strengthening
techniques.
Common
method
for
strengthening is to either weld or bolt steel plates to the
existing members [1] . However, this method could lead to
increase in structure self-weight and require a periodic
maintenance to prevent the corrosion. As well as the
members might be sensitive to fatigue as a result of stress
concentration due to welding or drilling. An attractive
strengthening alternative method is bonding advanced
composite materials like Fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) to
the existing steel members. FRP composites consist of a
polymer matrix material reinforced with fibers made of, e.g.
glass, carbon, or aramid. Carbon fiber reinforced polymers
(CFRP) are considered the most popular type among all
FRP types and considered the best appropriate type for
strengthening as they have higher elastic modulus over
other types of FRP and able to achieve an elastic modulus
that is either similar to or greater than that of steel.
Excellent properties of CFRP laminates, such as high
strength to weight ratio, corrosion resistance, durability,
flexibility to be formed into any shape, ease of construction,
ease of handle and maintenance make them well suited for
strengthening [1],[2].
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Therefore, it has become well suited choice in steel
strengthening researches[3–14]. Linghoff et al [15]
presented an overview of the research work conducted at
Chalmers University of technology in field of strengthening
by composite materials. Their outcomes are that bonding of
CFRP strips to steel members might be an effective repair
method to restore the load-carrying capacity of deteriorated
steel elements. Furthermore, high strength and
performance of the adhesive joints are achieved by
ensuring good quality of surface preparation. Many studies
[16–22] were conducted to investigate the effects of CFRP
strengthening on flexural capacity of steel beams by
applying CFRP plates on beam tension flange, which have
shown significant increase in flexural capacity and stiﬀness.
I-section steel beams have a risk of buckling failure which
should be taken into consideration. Several studies [23] and
[24] investigated the use of CFRP in strengthening the
flexural and buckling capacity of beam web. They applied
CFRP strips on steel web and demonstrated that CFRP can
delay or reduce the buckling of web which allows the beam
to develop the yield moment, leading beam to gain
increasing in flexural strength. Consequently, the shear
capacity of beam is increased with enhancing the buckling
capacity web. Zhao and Al-Mahaidi [25] performed a shear
buckling test on a steel girder with CFRP bonded on its
web. They considered the strengthening effects of the fiber
orientation angles on the reinforcement. When the aspect
ratio of the web is 1.5, the reinforcements produce
approximately the same effects when using ±45° bi-axial
sheet, ±33° bi-axial sheet, and a uniaxial sheet. [26],
researched on CFRP strengthening effects on the webbuckling capacity of light-steel beams by applying CFRP
plates to the outer or inner or both web sides. Test results
demonstrated that the CFRP strengthening increases the
web-buckling capacity, especially for those with high web
slenderness ratio and for beams that are bonded on both
web sides. Patnaik et al [27], studied experimentally the
effects of CFRP strengthening in the shear and flexural
strength of the steel beams. For shear strengthening, two
beams were strengthened with CFRP strips attached to the
web. For flexural strengthening, the other two beams were
strengthened with CFRP strips attached to the tension
flange. The results showed increasing in the shear capacity
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up to 26% and increasing in the flexure capacity up to 15%.
Narmashiri et al [28], Investigated the efficiency of CFRP
strengthening in shear capacity of steel I-beams by
applying CFRP on steel web at the shear zone of beams
specimens with different configuration (i. e. two or three
CFRP strips, applied on one-side or both-sides of web).
The results showed an increase in the shear capacity and
decrease the deformation. Using two and three CFRP
strips, the shear capacity increasing compared with unstrengthened beam was 51.41% and 51.67% by applying
CFRP strips on both-sides of web and 35.39% and 43.48%
by applying CFRP strips on one-side of web. The important
notice is that when applying CFRP for both-sides of web,
the same increase level in shear capacity was achieved
whether using less or more CFRP for both-sides of web had
the same increasing level in beam shear capacity.
Narmashiri [29], also studied the effect of different CFRP
strip orientation (vertically and diagonally) with different
CFRP arrangements (on one-side or both-sides of web) on
beam shear capacity. The results show that applying CFRP
strips on both-sides of web showed increasing in shear
capacity compared with un-strengthened beam by 25 % for
vertical CFRP and 34% for diagonal CFRP. Also it is found
that, applying CFRP strips on both-sides of web showed
increasing in shear capacity compared with CFRP strips on
one-sides by 9 % for vertical CFRP and 14% for diagonal
CFRP. A long time ago, the corrugated web steel beams
(CWSBs) had been used instead of classical steel beams
with stiffened flat webs in some construction due to its
superior advantages compared to the equivalent in weight
classical steel beams which made the application of CWSB
widely increased (and is still increasing). CWSBs enables
the use of thinner webs, which provided a higher loadcarrying capacity with less cost [30]. The corrugated web
profile provides a kind of uniformly distributed stiffening in
the beam transverse direction and provide CWSBs a higher
out-of-plane stiffness[31–34]. Furthermore, CWSBs have a
higher shear resistance[35–38]. To the best of the author's
knowledge, no studies have attempted to study CFRP
strengthening for CWSBs. Therefore, the main aim of this
current study is to assess the feasibility of CFRP
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strengthening in the shear capacity increasing of CWSBs.
To achieve this aim, experimental and numerical
investigations are conducted on five CWSBs, one unstrengthened CWSB as a control specimen and four CWSB
strengthened by adhesively bonding CFRP strips with a
different configuration to the corrugated web in shear zone.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
2.1. Specifications of the specimens
The experimental tests were performed on five corrugated
web steel beams (CWSBs) which had a length of 1512mm.
The beams were tested using a loading and support
conditions which guaranteed that the most behavior of the
beams will be in the shear state throughout the web panels.
Pairs of vertical web stiffener were provided at each support
locations and loading points to prevent web crippling and
cross-section distortion due to the concentrated forces.
Stiffeners are made from the same steel plate of the flanges
with 10 mm thickness. All specimens have a same web
corrugation profile. General specification and geometry of
the beams and section are indicated in Fig. 1 and Table 1.

Fig. 1. Steel corrugated web beam’s dimensions.

TABLE 1. STEEL CORRUGATED WEB BEAM’S DIMENSIONS.
Web
height
"Hw"
380

Web
thickness
"tw"
1.5

Beam dimensions (mm)
Flange
Flange
Beam
width
thickness
length
"bf"
"tf"
"L"
100
10
1512

Shear panel
width
"Ls"
504

Flat fold
width
"b"
70

Web corrugation dimensions (mm)
Horizontal projection
Corrugation
Corrugation angle
of inclined fold
height
"θ"
"d"
"hr"
56
42
36.9°

The five specimens include one without strengthening (RC)
and four strengthened by bonding CFRP strips in web at
shear zone with different arrangement and schemes. Two
beams strengthened at one-web side with different
schemes where, beam (RHO) is strengthened by bonding
CFRP strips on the flat folds only and beam (RMO) is
strengthened by applying CFRP strips on both flat and
inclined folds. The other two beams strengthened at bothweb sides with different schemes where, beam (RHB) is
strengthened by bonding CFRP strips on the flat folds only
and beam (RMB) is strengthened by applying CFRP strips
on both flat and inclined folds. The configuration of test
specimens and section dimensions are shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. CFRP strengthening Configuration
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2.2. Material properties
2.2.1 Steel Beam
The mechanical properties of the steel are determined by
testing tension coupons. Six standard tension coupons
were cut from steel of specimens; three from flange steel
and three from web. The coupons were tested in
accordance with the ASTM E8 / E8M [39]. The tension
coupons were tested in a 300 kN capacity displacement
controlled testing machine using friction grips to apply the
loading. The average of coupons results is 384Mpa,
502Mpa for yield stress and ultimate respectively for flange
and 304Mpa, 365Mpa for yield stress and ultimate
respectively for web and 200GMpa for modulus of elasticity.
2.2.2 CFRP strips and adhesive
The CFRP strips of pultruded Sika® Carbodur® plate S512
type, epoxy resin of Sikadur® 30 type provided by SIKA®
CO., Swiss branch, are used in this study. The mechanical
properties of CFRP plates and adhesive are taken as given
in manufacturer data sheet, these properties and
dimensions summarized in Tables 2, 3 respectively.

Mean
value

Min.
value

5%
Fracture
Value

165000

>160000

162000

Strain
95%
Fracture
Value

Strain
at
break

Design
strain

180000

>1.7%

< 0.85%

Section dimension
(mm)

Tensile strength (N/mm²)
Mean
value

Min.
value

3100

>2800

5%
Fracture
Value
3000

95%
Fracture
Value
3600

Width

thickness

50

1.2

TABLE 3. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ADHESIVE
Sikadur® -30
Compression strength
Tensile strength (N/mm²)
(N/mm²)
Strength at 7
Strength at 7
E-modulus
E-modulus
days
days
9,600

70-95

Shear strength (N/mm²)

11,200

24-31

Bond strength on steel (N/mm²)

Strength at 7 days

Mean value

Min. value

14-19

>30

>21

on the prepared steel surfaces using the epoxy resin.
Afterward, the CFRP surface was pressed on with roller to
squeeze-out the excess epoxy. Subsequently, a uniform
pressure was applied on CFRP strips, see Fig. 3 (a - d)
then set aside to cure for one week before testing until the
adhesive reaches its maximum strength, according to
(SIKA® product information, 2008), as stated in Table 3.

Fig. 3. (a) Adding Epoxy on the prepared surface, (b)
Placing CFRP strips, (c) Pressing on to CFRP
surface with roller, (d) Applying a uniform pressure
on CFRP strips.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The test done in the structural construction laboratory,
Faculty of Engineering, Ain-Shams University. The
experimental setup based on four-point bending tests that
were performed using a laboratory test frame.

TABLE 2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND
DIMENSION OF CFRP STRIPS.
E-modulus (N/mm²)
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2.3 Specimen fabrication and preparation
The specimens were made up from separate structural
steel plates. A convex fillet welds are made between plate
surfaces forming built up sections. This welding process
done with continuous fillet welds using automatic MicorMetal Inert Gas (Micor-MIG) welding machine. The surfaces
of the web where the CFRP strips were attached prepared
by removing the mill scale using diamond-coated wire
brush, followed by roughening the surface using a coarse
grit sandpaper. After that, the steel surface is wiped with
acetone solvent. The CFRP strips were cut to the required
lengths (360mm), followed by roughening of CFRP surfaces
using a coarse grit sandpaper then the surfaces were wiped
with acetone solvent. After that, CFRP strips were pasted

3.1 Support systems, loading and boundary conditions
All beams were in simply supported conditions and tested
based on four-point bending tests and subjected to twopoint loads under a load control mode A schematic view of
test setup with its main components is shown in Fig. 4. The
simply supported conditions designed by using two saddlehinge supports that were supported over the rigid steel
pedestal (640mm*640mm). Each saddle support was
formed by steel I-section with polished surface which allows
the beam to slide and rotate freely at the ends. The two
equal concentrated loads applied on beam using a steel
spreader beam with the supports distance of 504 mm which
located centrally over the main beam. The acting load of the
hydraulic jack was applied at mid-span of the spreader steel
beam which distributed this acting load equally. To prevent
the beam from displacing and rotating laterally during the
tests, lateral supports were provided at support locations
and at middle span of beams. Lateral supports provided at
each support location was formed by placing four movable
steel angles set with adjustable bolts enabling restraints on
beam by adjusting clamping distance to be equal the flange
width with small tolerance. Moreover, lateral support
provided at mid-span of beam was provided by attaching
two steel plate 300 mm*600mm at each side of beam, each
plate welded with six straight bolts fixed on the test frame.
These middle lateral supports allow the beam to move up
and down without any restriction.
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup of steel beam
strengthened by CFRP
3.2 Measuring system
The load is measured by load cell as shown in Figs. 4, the
strain is measured by Strain Gauges, the displacement is
measured by LVDT Sensor. Figs. 5 indicate strain gauges
and LVDTs location on the beam.

a.
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3.2.2 Strain Gauges
Strain Gauges were used to measure strain values on the
web plate. Strain gauges (TML® 10mm) were used, which
are adequate for measuring strain for steel and CFRP.
Because the strain gauge is an extremely sensitive device
capable of registering the smallest effects of an imperfect
bond, considerable attention to detail must be taken to
assure stable, creep-free installations. The strain gauges
placed on steel to measure strain on steel, the other
mounted on CFRP strips to measure strain on CFRP strips.
Strain Gauges were mounted at different locations on the
web. For un-strengthened specimen, four strain gauges
were installed on web at the shear zones, in which two
strain gauges were placed on each web side. For all
strengthened specimen, six strain gauges were installed on
web at the shear zones; three in each shear panel where
two strain gauges were placed on front fold side and one on
back fold side at mid-shear panel. For all strengthened
specimen, the front CFRP strip in mid-shear panel are
occupied with strain gauge 1 mounted in 45° and strain
gauge 2 mounted vertically. For the specimen (RMB)
strengthened in both-fold side, the back CFRP strip in midpanel are occupied with strain gauge 5 mounted in 45° and
strain gauge 6 mounted vertically. For specimens
strengthened in one-fold side (RHO, RMO), strain gauge 3
mounted in 45° on steel surface at back fold side in midshear panel. For the specimen (RHB) strengthened in bothfold side, strain gauge 4 mounted in 45° on steel at back
fold side, but it is mounted on inclined fold in mid-shear
panel. Figs. 5,6 indicate the places of the strain gauges.

Front (Side1)

Fig.6. A schematic view of strain gauges Locations

b. Back (Side2)
Fig.5. Location of strain gauges and LVDTs
3.2.1 Loading instrumentation
This part of the apparatus comprises a hydraulic jack and a
load cell. The hydraulic jack was electronically controlled
using a load cell which converts the applied forces to an
electrical signal that is captured by the data acquisition
system. The load cell positioned between the actuator and
rigid plate which was completely flat to ensure full contact
was maintained all the way during loading, see Figs. 4.

3.2.3 LVDT Sensor
Linear Variable Deformation Transducers (LVDT) is a
transformer used to measure linear displacements. LVDT
used in this experimental program were mounted at
different locations on the web and tension flange. To
measure vertical displacement, two LVDTs were mounted
under the tension flanges at the location of the two point
loads. Four LVDTs were mounted on each shear web panel
at the path of diagonal tension to measure horizontal
displacements. Fig. 5 indicate the places of LVDTs.
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3.2.4 Data Acquisition System
All beams were tested under displacement control
conditions. All data of instruments devices were recorded
automatically and processed by means of digital data
logger and saved in the format of well-known office
software ―excel‖.
3.3 Test procedure
Each test started by adjusting the beams on the bearing
supports. Then a steel spreader beam was located centrally
over the main beam followed by adjusting the loading
positon. Then a load cell was put between the hydraulic
jack and the top of the compression flange of spreader
beam. Subsequently all the lateral supports were fastened
carefully on their position. After that, strain gauges and
LVDTs were fastened carefully on the specified position.
The load was applied incrementally in small load intervals
for accurate readings. Loading of the beams was
continually applied till failure. During the test, visual
observations were made.

4.
RESULTS
AND
DISCUSSION
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

OF

This section presents the experimental and numerical
results of the five tested CWSBs. As the primary objective
of the study is to investigate the effectiveness of applying
CFRP strips in CWSBs as a shear strengthening technique,
ultimate load, vertical displacement, steel strain, CFRP
strain response and the failure modes are reported in this
section. The experimental results revealed substantial
increase in beam load capacity by 24.7 % to 68.61 %
depending on CFRP configuration, as presented in Table 4.
TABLE 4. EXPERIMENTAL LOAD CAPACITY
RESULTS AND SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN
BEAM LOAD CAPACITY.
Beam name

Experimental
ultimate load
(KN)

Strength gain with
respect to that of nonstrengthened beam

RC

114

RHO

142

24.70

%

RHB

156

37.00

%

RMO

165

44.90

%

RMB

192

68.61

%
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applying CFRP strips on one-fold side (O). The value of this
increase is depending on CFRP schemes, where the
increasing is 9.86 % when applying CFRP on horizontal
folds only and 16.36 % when applying CFRP strips on
horizontal and inclined. On the other hand, considering the
different CFRP strips schemes, it can be noticed that the
gain in load capacity increasing by applying CFRP strips on
horizontal and inclined (M) is more than that by applying
CFRP on horizontal folds only (H) by 16.2 % when applying
CFRP strips on one-fold side and 23.08 % when applying
CFRP strips on both-fold sides. Finally, this comparison
indicated that, applying CFRP strips in strengthened beams
on horizontal and inclined folds on both-fold sides (RMB)
proved to be the best CFRP configuration among all.
4.2 Beam load-vertical displacement
The applied load versus the displacement readings
extracted from LVDTs mounted on the tension flange is
shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen from this figure that the load
deflection response for un-strengthened beams is linear up
to the shear yielding point of the steel. The strengthened
beams exhibit the same behavior of un-strengthened
beams until load exceeds the elastic stage, where the
behavior exhibits nonlinearity until observation of a sudden
drop in load reading just at the point where the beam
reaching its ultimate load capacity. This drop indicates the
occurrence of the significant CFRP debonding. After that,
the strengthened beam starts to lose some of its capacity,
however it is still gains more capacity than un-strengthened
depending on the contribution of the remaining CFRP strips
still attached to the strengthened folds. It is evident from
Fig. 7 that all specimens have almost the same initial
stiffness during the elastic stage which indicates that used
CFRP stripes do not affect the elastic bending stiffens of
the beam. It is worthy mentioned that the large ratio
between the displacement at debonding and the
displacement at the end of the elastic load range of
strengthened beams indicates a favorable improvement in
beam ductility. It can be concluded that, the behavior of the
strengthened beams indicates that applying CFRP strip on
steel web is an effective strengthening method, in which the
contribution of the CFRP strips attached to the web let the
beam to gain more capacity than un-strengthened beam.

4.1 Beam strength
Considering that the only variable in the four strengthened
beams is the CFRP strips schemes (i.e. horizontal folds
only or horizontal and inclined folds) and arrangement (i.e.
bonded on one-fold side or both-fold sides), a comparison
between the four experimental strengthened beams is
presented in this subsection. Table 4 shows the effect of
different CFRP strips schemes, arrangement on load
capacity increasing which indicated that for beams
strengthened by applying CFRP strips on both-fold sides of
web, the results showed a gain in load capacity increasing
compared with un-strengthened beam by 37 % when
applying CFRP on horizontal folds only (RHB) and 68.61%
for applying CFRP strips on horizontal and inclined (RMB).
Regarding the different CFRP arrangement, the results
showed that the gain in load capacity increase by applying
CFRP strips on both-fold sides (B) is more than that by

Fig. 7. Exp. load- vertical displacement curves for
all beams
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4.3 Strain on steel response
Fig. 8 shows the steel strain response of beams RHO,
RMO along with that of non-strengthened beam. The strain
readings are from the strain gauges no.3 mounted in 45° in
steel surface at back fold side in mid-shear panel. Beam
specimens RHB and RMB are not included in this steel
strain study. As for beam RHB, the strain gauge mounted in
an inclined fold of steel web which is a different location
than the remaining strain gauges which are mounted in
horizontal fold, where this difference make a significant
effect on strain reading. Also, for beam RMB, CFRP strips
had been placed in all folds of web in shear zone before
mounting of any strain gauges in steel surface. It is clear in
Fig.8 that, the steel strain in non-strengthened beam RC
reached its maximum value (5527 μmm/mm) at its ultimate
beam load capacity. Fig.8 showing a clear decreasing in
strain on steel web of the beam RHO which strengthened
by applying CFRP on horizontal folds on one-fold side
which is 43.26% compared to non-strengthened beam, as
this strengthened beam is recorded a maximum steel strain
of a 3136 μmm/mm at its ultimate load. Whereas, in the
beam RMO which strengthened by applying CFRP on
horizontal and inclined folds on one-fold side, the steel
strain differential decreasing is 62.26 %, as this beam is
recorded a maximum steel strain of a 2086 μmm/mm at its
ultimate load. It can be concluded that, a significant
decreasing in strain on steel web compared to nonstrengthened beam is appeared after strengthening the
beam by applying CFRP strips on horizontal and inclined
folds which achieved much more decreasing in web steel
strain than applying CFRP strips on horizontal fold only.
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horizontal and inclined folds; the gain in CFRP strain
decreasing by applying CFRP strips on both-fold sides
(RMB) is more than that by applying CFRP strips on onefold side (RMO) by 17.79%. On the other hand, considering
the different CFRP strips schemes (bonded on horizontal
folds only or both horizontal and inclined folds), it can be
noticed that for beams strengthened with CFRP on one-fold
side; the gain in CFRP strain decreasing by applying CFRP
strips on horizontal and inclined folds (RMO) is more than
that by applying CFRP strips on horizontal folds only (RHO)
by 25.7 %. While on the contrary, for beams strengthened
with CFRP on both-fold sides; the gain in CRP strain
decreasing by applying CFRP strips on horizontal folds only
(RHB) is more than that by applying CFRP strips on
horizontal and inclined folds (RMB) by 40 %. It is evident
from this study that, among all CFRP configuration, the
highest gain value in CFRP strain decreasing is achieved
by applying CFRP strips on both-fold sides on horizontal
folds only (RHB) which gain more strain decreasing
compared with (RHO) by 63.85 % and (RMB) by 40 %. In
contrary, in case of applying CFRP strips on one-fold side,
the gain in CFRP strain decreasing is only achieved in
(RMO) which gain more strain decreasing compared (RHO)
by 25.7 %. Finally, it can be concluded that, a significant
CFRP strain decreasing observed, especially when
applying CFRP on horizontal folds only on both-fold sides
and when apply CFRP on horizontal and inclined folds on
one-fold side.

Fig. 9. Experimental Load-CFRP strain for the four
beams

Fig. 8. Exp. Load- strain curve for beams except
RHB, RMB
4.4 Strain on CFRP response
Fig.9 shows the CFRP strain response of all strengthened
beams. This strain measured in the mid-height of the CFRP
strip bonded in the middle of shear zone at the steel web.
The CFRP strain values at the ultimate beam load capacity
for all strengthened beams are compared with each other. It
can be noticed that among all CFRP strain values,
minimum value of 1160 μmm/mm was recorded for beam
RHB whereas, the maximum value of 3209 μmm/mm was
recorded for beam RHO. Considering the different CFRP
strips arrangement (one-fold side, both-fold sides), it can be
noticed that for beams strengthened with CFRP on
horizontal folds only; the gain in CFRP strain decreasing by
applying CFRP strips on both-fold sides (RHB) is more than
that by applying CFRP strips on one-fold side (RHO) by
63.85 %. Also, for beams strengthened with CFRP on

4.5. failure mode
The failure processes appeared clearly in visual
observation during test which is identical to that in loaddisplacement, load-strain relationships, Figs.7,8. It can be
seen from Figs. 7,10 that un-strengthened beam (RC)
failed by elastic shear buckling. The visual observation
showed that this beam exhibits the classical shear failure
mode of corrugated web steel beams, in which the beam
failed due to global shear buckling. Fig. 10 shows a failure
in beam RC.
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RMO failed by global shear web buckling in conjunction
with sudden steel/adhesive interface debonding and
CFRP/adhesive
interface
debonding
and
CFRP
delamination at ultimate beam load capacity followed by
CFRP splitting while load decreasing, see Figs. 13.
Fig. 10. A view of RC beam showing global
web buckling
Figs. 7,8 showed that the behavior of all strengthened
beams exhibits nonlinearity beyond the elastic stage in
which a successive growth of a partial debonding in CFRP
strips occurred. This partial debonding is noticed in visual
observation through the breakup sound. A partial CFRP
debonding is kept increasing gradually until observation of a
sudden drop in load reading just at the point where the
beam reaching its ultimate load. This drop indicates the
occurrence of the CFRP debonding, which occurred in
conjunction with the beginning of the apparent buckling in
the web. While load decreasing after CFRP deboning, an
excessive buckling is appeared in web accompanied by
CFRP debonding in the remaining CFRP. It is obvious from
failure processes of strengthened beams that, the
contribution of the CFRP strips postpone web buckling until
the strengthened beam reaches a higher ultimate load
before significant debonding. It is worthy mentioned that the
buckling shape and CFRP debonding failure modes are
somewhat different in each tested beam. Beam RHO failed
by interactive shear web buckling in conjunction with
sudden steel/adhesive interface debonding at ultimate
beam load capacity, see Figs. 11.

Fig. 13. A view of RMO beams showing the CFRP
debonding, delamination and splitting
RMB, exhibit the same failure mode of beam RMO. Figs.
14 shows a failure in beam RMB.

Fig. 14. A view of RMB beams showing CFRP
debonding, delamination and splitting

5. NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES

Fig. 11. A front view of RHO beam showing the
CFRP debonding
RHB failed by interactive shear web buckling in conjunction
with sudden steel/adhesive interface debonding and
CFRP/adhesive interface debonding at ultimate beam load
capacity followed by CFRP splitting while load decreasing,
see Fig.12.

Fig. 12. A view of RHB beam showing CFRP
debonding

Three-dimensional non-linear finite element model of
corrugated web steel beams (CWSBs) strengthened by
CFRP strips was created using finite element package
ANSYS 19 software [40] to simulate the experimental
specimens described earlier. The FE model results are
validated against the experimental ones. The dimensions,
cross-sections, strengthening configuration and the
boundary conditions of the strengthened CWSBs as well as
material properties of the CWSB, CFRP strips and adhesive
that was tested in this paper were used to perform the
numerical modelling.
5.1 Description of the model
The
dimensions,
cross-sections,
strengthening
configuration of the strengthened CWSBs that was tested in
this paper were used to perform the numerical modelling.
5.2 Loading and boundary conditions
The boundary conditions of the strengthened CWSBs that
was tested in this paper were used in this numerical
modelling. A simply supported were applied at the two end
sections where for all nodes of each support section, the
twist rotation about longitudinal direction (z-axis) and the
vertical displacement along (y-axis) was restrained. Also,
the displacement in longitudinal direction (z-axis) at a
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center point of one support was restrained a to maintain the
stability of CWSBs. Moreover, to avoid any torsional
deformation the beams were laterally supported in out-ofplan (x-axis) at all nodes of each support section and all
nodes of the top flange section at loading points. The
loading system and boundary conditions shown in Fig. 15.

which was then developed by [42] based on his
experimental results of bonded joints done for adhesives
with linear and non-linear elastic adhesives. For bondseparation model, an approximation of the model using the
tensile stress-strain curve of the adhesive material can be
used, [43]. The interface surface is introduced by a contact
elements CONTA 173 associated with a target elements
TARGET 170 with a shared real constant.

Fig. 15. loading system and boundary
conditions

Fig. 16. A bi-linear bond-slip model
[41]

5.3 Material properties
The material of CWSB is modeled as a bilinear stress–
strain curve with linear strain hardening. Tangent modulus
(Et) was assumed as (E/100). The material parameters
adopted in FEA are compatible with the material data
obtained from the uniaxial coupon tests conducted in this
study. The material of the CFRP strips is unidirectional
which defined as linear and orthotropic. CFRP plates with
intermediate modulus of elasticity were chosen, adhesive
material is defined as a linear elastic isotropic material. The
nominal mechanical properties of CFRP plates and
adhesive are taken as given in manufacturer data sheet
and summarized in Table 3, Table 4 respectively.

5.5 Numerical analysis
ANSYS FE software is utilized to simulate the combined
geometric nonlinearity and materials nonlinearity. ANSYS
command (NLGEOM) was considered in order to deal with
typical large displacement analyses. A displacementcontrolled mode was employed assuming the NewtonRaphson scheme to solve the nonlinear equilibrium
equations.

5.4 Description of elements and interfaces
The FE model is built using shell elements considering a
relatively fine mesh. Both steel beam and CFRP strip are
modeled using (Shell-181) with reduced integration. Shell181 has 4-node and has six degrees of freedom at each
node. In all finite element analyses, the element size was
fixed to 5 mm. The interface surface between the two
separating faces of the adherent materials has a careful
consideration as it is one of the most important parameters
in the FE models. To model the interfacial behavior along
the surface interaction between the two adherent materials,
bonded Contact elements available in the ANSYS software
is employed. Cohesive zone model (CZM) approach
available in the ANSYS software is used to simulate the
failure mechanisms (e.g. CFRP debonding failures of
adhesive joints and interface behavior under different
loading. In this approach, a model for the CFRP/steel
interface is used to introduces failure mechanisms by using
the hardening-softening relationships between the forces
acting on the interface and the corresponding interfacial
slip/separation across the interface. The model used for
pure Mode-I fracture is bond-separation model is used for
pure Mode-I fracture, the model used for pure Mode- II
fracture is bond- slip model and a mixed mode fracture
model used for interaction between the modes. The current
bond-slip model was proposed based on [41], see Fig. 16,

5.6 Verification of FE Model by the Tested Beams
Table 5 present a comparison between the results of
experimental ultimate load and FE ultimate load, which
indicate that the FE models accurately predicted the
ultimate load capacity of the CWSBs. The loaddisplacement, load- strain and load-CFRP strain
relationship extracted from the FEA are plotted against the
corresponding experimental readings, as shown in Fig. 17
which indicate that the FE simulation results were
consistent with the test results and accurately reflects the
real overall behavior of the CWSBs. Moreover, the
displacement and strain confirm the accuracy of the FEA.
Finally, a comparison between the failure shapes for the FE
models and the experimental one is conducted and indicate
the consistence between FE model and tested CWSBs.
Fig. 18 show this comparison for beam RHO.
TABLE 5. A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RESULTS OF
EXPERIMENTAL ULTIMATE LOAD AND FE ULTIMATE
LOAD

RC

Experimen
tal ultimate
load
(KN)
114

FE
ultimate
load
(KN)
113

-1

%

RHO

142

142

0

%

RHB

156

146

%

RMO

165

170

-6
3

RMB

192

206

7

%

Beam
name

Error percentage of ultimate load
in FE relative to Experimental

%
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a. Load- displacement for RC beams
against RHO

b. Load- strain for RC beams against
RHO

ISSN 2277-8616

c. Load- CFRP strain for RHB

Fig. 17. FEA readings against the corresponding experimental readings

a. Simulated beam

b. Experimental beam

Fig. 18. Failure shapes for the FE models and the tested beam
for RHO.

steel/adhesive interface debonding, CFRP/adhesive
interface debonding, CFRP delamination and CFRP
splitting.
5- Also, the failure modes in beam depending on the type
of CFRP configuration as, interactive web buckling
observed for beam strengthened by applying CFRP on
horizontal folds only, whereas for beam strengthened
by applying CFRP on horizontal and inclined folds, the
global web buckling observed which is the same as
control beam.
6- The FE simulation results were consistent with the test
results and accurately reflects the real overall behavior
of the CWSBs.
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